
Best Practice-I

Voluntary Blood Donation Campaign

Goal: To create voluntary Blood Donors group of students, staff and villagers

and awareness of Blood donation.

The Context: The location of college, the modern medical scenario and

scarcity of blood in the domain enforced us to create blood donor’s

groups. Many peoples from this region are not aware even of their own

blood group and have misconceptions about blood donation.

Evidence of Success: NSS unit of college organised awareness camps regularly,

provide facilities to test blood groups. In year 2017-18 total 361 units of

blood were collected from 4 camps. Out of this one camp was organised in

adopted village Ekondi 69 units of blood collected from this camp.

Problems encountered and resources required: No problems experienced by the

college while organizing Blood donation Camps. Funds required for

miscellaneous requirements like healthy snacks, fruits for

donors are managed by college.



Best Practice-II

Voter Awareness Campaign

Objectives: To sensitize voters, citizens, students about the importance of

votes for strengthening democracy and good governance.

To improve electoral transparency and accountability.

To reiterate the importance of every vote through awareness camp.

To improve the participation of voters and citizens in voting system.

Context : The power of vote for every eligible citizen as well as voter turnout is

very important in democracy, as each and every vote counts the voter

turnout must be increased for better government. Therefore to motivate

and increase the participation of voters in the electoral process NSS unit

of Shrikrishna Mahavidyalaya organized voters awareness camps, rallies,

and new voter enrollment camps regularly.

The Practice : The college students and NSS unit of Shrikrishna Mahavidyalaya,

Gunjoti stepped forward to motivate and aware voters about the

importance of voting and right to vote under the guidance of principal. To

appeal to voters of the village and to increase the voting percentage in the

Zilla Parishad and Panchayat samiti election voters awareness campaign

was organized by the college. The students actively participated in the

campaign. Voters awareness rally was organized by college.“Voter

awareness Chariot” ornamented with banners, posters and slogans

spread good word of voting. “Voter awareness Chariot” was the

attraction of rally. The first time voters were also the part of rally.

College organized voter enrollment campaign in collaboration with Tahsil

Office,Omerga.. College teachers made an appeal to enroll the name in

voters list to the village people. NSS volunteers of college also participated

in the voter awareness rally organized by Tahasil office, Omerga. Voters

awareness rally was organized by NSS unit of college also. Rally was

inaugurated by The Principal of college. Program officers of NSS unit,

and students were the part of rally.



Evidence of Success : The process of awareness helped to strengthen the local

governance. Voters get message about role and responsibility as a voter.

Eligible and new voters enrolled their names in voter list.

Problems encountered and resources required: To organize such Campaigns

need more support from local governance.


